
 

Beach Party 2 Pusooy Games 108 Extra Quality

No, I have not also ignored this week’s games. I’m very excited to say that I am very late (like many people unfortunately) and it is the second game I look at in detail. Wecame very impressed by the quality of this game. I have it bought already and I know it will be a great addition to my collection (especially if the simbalisator can have a beer, or like CliffyB doesn’t like beer). Meanwhile, the discussion about Turtle Beach, their Ear Force lineup and WEC is starting to get some curious people called. Turtle Beach created the successful D3 and H3 products, a bést proof, pro friendly and hardcore gaming headset, relying on good drivers and nice features. Ear Force offers more affordable products to gamers who don’t want to drop a couple of bucks on something, but want
the best sound experience. Both companies have recently expanded their lineup, bringing much more headset models under their umbrella. The latest wave of products is now available at major online stores. For a more detailed look at the products, read on. Turtle Beach I have to say first that I was impressed by the build quality of the Q400s. They feel like an expensive headset and look like it. The buttons on the cups are large and easy to press and you’re not going to accidently squeeze them. In my personal set of three gaming headsets, these two are on top. Shade your eyes from the glaring lights! These are the Ear Force XF-X2’s. They are one of Ear Force’s best headset product. They come at a really affordable price point. The plastic frame is quite thin. The ear

cups are very comfortable and the cables are very long, so you can remove them and have a lot of space around the neck. The texturing on the ear cups is similar to the Marine Corp’s Black Ops (COD) and there are the same instructions on how to adjust the ear cups and the heat pads. The speakers are angled speakers. The voices are quite good, but as with many other headsets, even cheap headsets, they sound like they are coming from the walls. My big pet peeve in this area are the hybrid, flat speaker-type headsets, but I digress. Overall I’m happy with the sound quality on these, but the only thing I don’t like about them is the very long cables. The cables may be long, but the cable is very flexible and can be easily wrapped around the neck without feeling like you
are wearing a leather collar around your neck. The length of the cables can cause tingling in some people, but for the most part you won’t notice any discomfort, as long as you stay away from wearing the headphones with your neck in an upright position, as that can make the ear buds touch the back of the ear as the head tilts forward.
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